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1. PURPOSE

The purpose of this calculation is to document the abstraction process used to develop
distributions representing the frequency of occurrence and size of flaws potentially found in
waste package closure welds. This calculation supports Performance Assessment and was
prepared under Technical Product Development Plan TDP-EBS-PA-000001 (Attachment I,
DIRS 2). This calculation was developed in accordance with the AP-3.12Q Calculations
procedure (AP-3.12Q, Rev. 0, ICN 0. Calculations. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste management. ACC: MOL. 19990702.0312).

2. METHOD

Flaw density and flaw size distributions are obtained from Analyses and Model Report (AMR)
titled Analysis of Mechanisms for Early Waste Package Failure (Attachment I, DIRS 1). The
flaw density is used as the parameter for a Poisson distribution used to represent the frequency of
occurrence of flaws in a given length of closure weld. The flaw sizes are given as a probability
density function on each closure weld.

3. ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions are made:

3.1 Only surface breaking flaws are considered, since these are the types of flaws that may
potentially lead to stress corrosion cracking (SCC). The basis for this assumption is
information from the Stress Corrosion Cracking model (Attachment I, DIRS 3). This
assumption is used throughout the calculation.

3.2 Only the circumferential closure weld of the waste package develops residual stresses high
enough to cause stress corrosion cracking (if a surface breaking flaw and aggressive
environment are also present). Other welds used in waste package fabrication are annealed
prior to waste emplacement, and thus do not develop residual stress magnitudes high
enough to allow stress corrosion cracking to occur. The results of an improper annealing
treatment are addressed elsewhere (Attachment I, DIRS 1, Sec. 6.2.3), and will not be
considered in this calculation. This assumption is used throughout the calculation as in
that only results for the closure weld are calculated.

3.3 Flaws are assumed to occur randomly as represented by a Poisson process. The Poisson
process assumptions are listed in Section 5. These assumptions are reasonable for the
manufacturing process being considered (Attachment I, DIRS 5). This assumption is used
throughout this calculation.

3.4 The mean flaw density of 0.6839 flaws/meter (Poisson distribution parameter) of the
closure weld is assumed to be as discussed in the Analysis of Mechanisms for Early Waste
Package Failure (Attachment I, DIRS 1) and tracked by DTN: MO9910SPAFWPWF.001
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(Attachment I, DIRS 6). This is a reasonable value based on the literature reviewed for the
AMR. This assumption is used throughout this calculation.

3.5 The fraction of surface breaking flaws is assumed to be uniformly distributed between the
minimum and maximum fractions (0.13% and 0.49% respectively) used to determine the
average fraction quoted in Analysis of Mechanisms for Early Waste Package Failure
(Attachment I, DIRS 1) and tracked by DTN: M991OSPAFWPWF.001 (Attachment I,
DIRS 6). The basis of this assumption is that the three values (0.13%, 0.40% and 0.49%)
quoted in the AMR are not sufficient to determine a single representative average value.
The use of the uniform distribution is a reasonable representation of the uncertainty in
expressing this value. This assumption is used throughout this calculation.

3.6 Pre-inspection flaw sizes are assumed to be lognornally distributed, with distribution
parameters (dependent on the weld thickness) as given in Analysis of Mechanisms for
Early Waste Package Failure (Attachment I, DIRS 1) and tracked by DTN:
MO991OSPAFWPWF.001 (Attachment I, DIRS 6). This assumption is used throughout
the calculation.

3.7 The probability of non-detection (PND) is given as a function of flaw size in Analysis of
Mechanisms for Early Waste Package Failure (Attachment I, DIRS 1, Sec. 6.2.1 and
tracked by DTN: M991OSPAFWPWF.001 (Attachment I, DIRS 6). The model is
dependent on three parameters: the detection threshold (p), the location parameter (b), and
a scale parameter (v) (note that in the reference these parameters are y, a*, and v
respectively). The b and vparameters are taken to be uncertain with a uniform distribution
(1.6 to 5 mm and 1 to 3, respectively). The ranges for these distributions are determined
from the values identified in the literature quoted in the Analysis of Mechanisms for Early
Waste Package Failure (Attachment I, DIRS 1, Sec. 6.2.1) and tracked by DTN:
MO9910SPAFWPWF.001 (Attachment I, DIRS 6). This is a reasonable assumption, as
the manufacturing and detection processes for welds on the waste container are not
specified to date. The best that may be modeled at this time are values based on similar
industrial manufacturing practices as reviewed in Analysis of Mechanisms for Early
Waste Package Failure (Attachment I, DIRS 1, Sec. 6.2.1) and tracked by DTN:
MO9910SPAFWPWF.001 (Attachment I, DIRS 6). This assumption is used throughout
the calculation.

3.8 It is assumed that all flaws detected are repaired to specified acceptance criteria or
removed in such a manner that they are eliminated from consideration for further failure
analysis. This assumption is used throughout the calculation.

4. USE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND MODELS

The software used in this calculation include:

* Software Routine MFD, a Fortran subroutine to support the calculations presented in this
document (see Attachment III, MFD Software Routine Report, for description and validation
information). It is appropriate for the application and is used only within the range of
validation.
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* MathSoft Mathcad2000 Professional, commercially available software for technical
calculations. This software is appropriate for this application as it offers the mathematical
and graphical functionality necessary to perform and document the numerical manipulations
used in this analysis. No applications or numerical manipulations of sufficient complexity to
qualify as a software routine were implemented. Details of the Mathcad numerical
manipulation performed in support of this document are discussed throughout this
calculation.

* Microsoft Excel 97, commercially available spreadsheet software. This software was used as
is, to graph results.

All software was executed on a DELL PowerEdge 2200 Workstation equipped with two Pentium
II 266 MHz processors (CRWMS M&O tag 112517) in the Windows NT 4.0 operating system.

5. CALCULATION

Initial (pre-inspection) mean flaw densities and flaw sizes used in this calculation were supplied
in by DTN: MO991OSPAFWPWF.001 (Attachment I, DIRS 6).

Calculation of the outer surface-breaking mean flaw density begins with the base mean flaw
density of 0.6839 flaws/meter of weld for a one inch thick stainless steel Tungsten Inert Gas
weld (this density was measured from an actual weld performed under shop conditions) subject
to radiographic (RT) and dye-penetrant (PT) tests (Attachment I, DIRS 1, Sec. 6.2.1, and
contained in DTN: M09910SPAFWPWF.001 Attachment I, DIRS 6). To convert this value to a
flaw density for an uninspected weld, the base flaw density is increased by the sum of the flaw
reduction factors provided for the RT and PT tests. The adjustment for the RT exam increases
the total flaw density by a factor of 12.8 while the PT exam, which detects only surface-breaking
flaws, increases the density of only the surface-breaking flaws by a factor of 31.4 (Attachment I,
DIRS 1, Sec. 6.2.1) (see DTN: M991OSPAFWPWF.001 (Attachment I, DIRS 6)). Next the
effect of weld thickness on flaw density is used to adjust for the actual weld thickness on the
closure weld. For the 25-mm thick closure weld the flaw reduction factor (R) is 97.3% (865
divided by 889) (Attachment I, DIRS 1, Figure 6.2-1) (see DTN: M0991OSPAFWPWF.001
(Attachment I, DIRS 6)). Multiplying this result by this circumference of the closure weld results
in the flaw density per closure weld (or per waste container). A final multiplication by the
fraction of surface breaking flaws ( e) results in the final mean flaw density of surface breaking
flaws per closure weld (A). More generally,

A = 0.6839 [12.8 + 31.4 I] R(t) (2nrr) * tv

Where r is the radius of the closure lid (in meters), t is the weld thickness (in millimeters) and the
flaw reduction factor R(t) is given by,

-218 -t + 5207

2845 , for 6.35mmn • t < 12.7mm
889t-65 for 19.05mmi • • <25.4nmm
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For closure lid radius equal to 0.76 meters (DTN: M09910SPAFWPWF.001),

A(t, tF) = 3.265 8 [12.8 + 3 1.4 Vu *R(r) V

the mean flaw density of surface breaking flaws per closure weld, A, is a function of the lid
thickness, t, and the fraction of surface breaking flaws, F

The initial (pre-inspection) flaw size distribution is assumed to be lognormal where the
lognormal probability density function is given by

f (S) 1 exp _ In n-- s>0.
s a _i 2r 2 a.,

Where s is the flaw size and the parameters, a50 and , are given as functions of weld thickness
(t, in millimeters) as (Attachment I, DIRS 1, Sec. 6.2.1) (see DTN: M0991OSPAFWPWF.001
(Attachment I, DIRS 6)),

a5 0(t) = 0. 159 25.4 -0.0445 * t + 0.00797
25.4

0.3425 0.072882
a(t) = 0.09733 + e _ t

25.4 (25.4)2

Here a50 is the median or geometric mean of the distribution and a is the standard deviation of
the natural log transformed flaw sizes (In(s) values). For weld thickness equals to 25-mm the
median value, aso is equal to 2.027 and a is equal to 0.364 (Attachment I, DIRS 1, Sec. 6.2.1)
(see DTN: M0991OSPAFWPWF.001 (Attachment I, DIRS 6)). For weld thickness equals to 10-
mm the median value, aso is equal to 2.530 and a is equal to 0.221.

Next the post-inspection mean flaw density and flaw size distribution must be calculated. The
final closure weld is subject to an ultrasonic exam (UT) where the probability of non-detection
(PND) is given as a function of flaw size. The PND function for this UT test is estimated to be
(DTN: M0991OSPAFWPWF.001):

PND(s)-[ 2 + 2 rf v .e In

Where p is the lower limit of PND (0.005) (DTN: M0991OSPAFWPWF.001), er is the error
function, s is the flaw size, b is the location parameter and v is the scale parameter (Attachment I,
DIRS 1, Sec. 6.2.1) (see DTN: M0991OSPAFWPWF.001 (Attachment I, DIRS 6)). Massari
(Attachment I, DIRS 1, Sec. 6.2.1) states that all the references reviewed indicated that the PND
for various size defects is dependent on a number of variables such as the type of material,
operator skill, access to the weld, and type of defect. As all these factors cannot be determined at
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this point in time the parameters, b and v will be taken to be uncertain. Massari elicited values
from the literature for b and v that range from 1.6 to 5-mm and I to 3 respectively. Therefore the
probability that a flaw is not detected (let B be the set of flaws not detected) is then the definite
integral from zero to the thickness of the weld:

Pr(B I b,v) = I PND(s). f (s). ds.
0

The probability values to this integral for a 25-mm thick closure weld for various values for b
and vare shown in Figure 1.

Probability of Nondeteclion - Pr(Blb.v)
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Figure 1. The probability flaws are not detected as a function of b and v (25-mm closure weld).

The conditional probability density function (pdf) for flaw size, s, (given that the flaw is not
detected) is then:

g(s bv) = PND(s). f (s)
PO( I b, v)
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Figure 2 shows several pdfs for a 25-mm thick closure weld for various combinations of values
for b and v.

Flaw Size PDFs Post-Inspection
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Flaw Size, s (mm)

Figure 2. Conditional Probability Density Functions of Flaw Sizes (25-mm closure weld).

With cumulative distribution function given as,

G(s I bv)= f PND(x) (x)dx
G~slb~v)= Pr(B Ikv)

For weld thickness equal to 25mm and closure lid radius equal to 0.76 meters (DTN:
M099lOSPAFWPWF.001), the mean flaw density of surface breaking flaws per closure weld, A,
may be given as function of the fraction of thickness, t, and surface breaking flaws, I adjusted
for the PND (given b and * ) for the remaining flaws.

A(t,'Pb,v)=3.2658. [12.8+ 31.4 -IF R(t) -IPr(B Ib,v)
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The distribution of flaw occurrences on the closure weld of the waste package is modeled as a
Poisson process.

Poisson Process Distribution

It is assumed that the number of flaws along a closure weld is Poisson distributed (Assumption
3.3). As a result, flaw occurrences in the weld are defined by the following five (Poisson
process) properties:

1. There are no flaws at zero weld length. This amounts to an initial condition for the model.

2. The numbers of flaws that occur in nonoverlapping lengths of weld metal are independent.

3. The distribution of the number of flaws depends only on the length of weld metal considered.

4. For small weld segments, the probability of a flaw is proportional to the length of the weld.
This constant of proportionality is denoted by A.

5. There are no simultaneous flaws. This says that that the probability of obtaining two or more
flaws in a sufficiently small segment of weld is negligible.

None of the assumptions above are unreasonable for modeling the stochastic occurrence of flaws
given the generic welding process being considered (Attachment I, DIRS 5).

The Poisson parameter, A, is the average value of the number of flaws/interval observed over
many weld length intervals of the same size. The probability distribution of the number of flaws,
X, for an interval of weld length, L, i.e., the Poisson distribution for the flaw density is given by

P(X = x) = ) exp(- AL)

The probability of occurrence of flaws on a patch

P(X > ) = I -P(X = ) = 1 - exp(-AL)

As given above, X equals the mean flaw density for the number of flaws per closure weld. If
there are N patches on a waste package, L could equal one divided by N.

Note that the flaw occurrence cdf for a patch depends on L, the length of weld that a patch weld
would represent.

To illustrate the calculated range for the probability of the occurrence of flaws for a 25 mm lid, a
cumulative density function (CDF) from a Monte Carlo simulation using the MFD DLL for ten
thousand realizations is shown in Figure 3.
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NOTE: CDF to illustrate the calculation results for Monte Carlo realizations using MFD code.

Figure 3. Probability of one or more flaws occuring on a 25-mm closure lid

6. RESULTS

Implementation of the calculation steps is described as follows. The number of flaws that appear
on a patch is sampled stochastically as a Poisson random variable. For each flaw that occurs (i.e.
when the number of flaws is not equal to zero) a flaw size is randomly assigned to it by sampling
from the calculated flaw size cumulative distribution function G(s). This flaw (for sampled
location and size) is then used in the SCC analysis. The abstracted results are used as input to
analyze its effect on waste package performance.

The main approach made in this abstraction is that, as these distributions treat the variability
observed in flaws occurrence and size, some of the parameters that determine these distributions
may need to be treated as uncertain. The instances of where uncertainty is included are for the
parameters of 1) the flaw detection distributions (b and v) and 2) the fraction of surface breaking
flaws ( A. The parameters should be treated as follows.

The b and v parameters of the detection distribution should be allowed to uniformly range
between 1.6 to 5 mm and 1 to 3, respectively.

The fraction of surface breaking flaws, I, in Massari's AMR (Attachment I, DIRS 1) (see DTN:
M0991OSPAFWPWF.O01 (Attachment I, DIRS 6)) is an average of three observations (average
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(0.49%, 0.40%, 0.13%) = 0.34%). Instead of using a single value (i.e. 0.34%) it should be
allowed to uniformly range from 0.13% to 0.49%.

The parameters should be varied independently. The planned sensitivity analysis with the
proposed distributions of the parameters is to analyze the affect of not knowing the correct
(deterministic) value of the parameters.

This document may be affected by technical product input information that requires
confirmation. Any changes to the document that may occur, as a result of completing the
confirmation activities will be reflected in subsequent revisions. The status of the input
information quality may be confirmed by review of the Document Input Reference System
database.

7. ATTACHMENTS

Attachment Title

I Document Input Reference System.

II Mathcad Sheet - Probability and Size of Defect Flaws

III MFD Software Routine Report
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Attachment II
Mathcad Sheet - Probability and Size of Defect Flaws

thickness := 10

Pdetection = 0.005

0.00797 "
a50(t) := 0.1159*15.4 - 0.0445 + *t I

25.4 )

0.3425 0.07288 
ac(t) := 0.09733 + - -C

25.4 25.4

Geometric Mean of the Distribution

Standard Deviation of the Distributi(

(t) := n(asO(t))

aso(10) = 2.530238

oc(10) = 0.220876

a5O(25) = 2.027472

0(25) = 0.363834

A(s, bv) + I) + (Pderlfcui 1). n(b}I] 2

a50(thiickness) 
ex { i S 'a))

f (s):= - 2a( hickness)
f(s) 

',Y>o chicknless) s
Log normal density function for the
initial flaw size distribution

Jb)= hickness

= o
A(s,b,V).f(s) ds Probability of non-detection Post

Inspection

g(s,b,v) := D *- PNI)(b.V)

(A(s, b, v) f(s))

D

The conditional probability density function
for flaw size given flaw not detected
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b parameter

Figure 4. The probability flaws are not detected as a function of b and v (1 0-mm closure weld).
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N:= 100

i := O.. N

i+ I
n:=-

N+ I

d:= 6 n

CO:= f (d)

Cl := g(d,1.6,1)

C2:= g(d, 1.6,3)

C3 := g(d,5. I )

C4:= g(d,5,3)

>

2 3 4
Flaw Size, s (mm)

Pre-inspection
b= 1.6, v= I
b= I.6, v=3
b=5. v=I
b=5 v=3

Figure 5. Conditional Probability Density Functions of Flaw Sizes (10-mm closure weld).
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ATTACHMENT III

MFD SOFTWARE ROUTINE REPORT

1. SOFTWARE ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

Name and Version Number - MFD (anuFacturing Defects), version 1.01

This routine was developed using Microsoft Developer Studio 97 with Visual Fortran 5.0,
Standard Edition.

SRR Document Identification Number: N/A

SRR Media Number (if applicable): N/A

2. DESCRIPTION AND TESTING

The software routine MFD calculates the cumulative probability distribution for the occurrence
and size of manufacturing defects in the closure weld of waste packages given the non-detection
probability and the fraction of surface breaking flaws. These calculations are based on the
abstraction of flaw density and size distribution discussed in the body of this document. The
outputs of MFD are:

A text file containing the cumulative distribution function (CDF) table for the number cracks
(given that one or more cracks have occurred),

A text file containing the CDF table for crack sizes, and
An output argument containing the probability of at least one crack occurring.

2.1 DESCRIPTION OF SOFTWARE ROUTINE AND THE EXECUTION
ENVIRONMENT

The MFD source code is a Fortran program 373 lines in extent. It conforms to the Fortran 90
standard and is thus highly portable. MFD was developed and tested in the Windows NT 4.0
operating system, and has been compiled with Visual Fortran 5.0, Standard Edition for Microsoft
Windows 32 bit operating system environments. MFD may compile as a dynamic link library
(MFD.DLL) which may be coupled with computer codes through external element mechanisms.
MFD directly links and runs to simulate randomly occurring manufacturing defects for modeling
waste package failures. The outputs are used by other Total System Performance codes to
generate distributions for waste package failures.

The CDF file formats consists of a first line containing the number of rows in the CDF lookup
table with the following lines containing two columns of numbers. The first column of numbers
is the distribution values in increasing order. The second column contains the cumulative
probability values.
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Compilation of MFD requires several Fortran modules to be present from the WAPDEG library
(CRWMS M&O 1999). These are modDefaultSize and modStandardNorrnal.

The bulk of MFD's coding is devoted to computing the cumulative probability of a
manufacturing defect conditional to (based on) the probability for the non-detection of weld
flaws. The parameters b and v define the probability for non-detection. This calculation also
requires V the fraction of surface breaking fractures (Section 5). The inputs are read as part of
the argument list of MFD, as the elements of array in(*):

in(1) = closure lid (weld) thickness (mm)
in(2) = closure lid radius (m)
in(3) = b, the location parameter of the non-detection probability
in(4) = v, the scale parameter of the non-detection probability
in(5) = AV, the fraction of surface breaking fractures
in(6) = file index for the output file for CDF for the number of cracks
in(7) = file index for the output file for CDF for the size of cracks

The last two inputs are indices (line numbers) within a reference list file (WD4DLL.WAP) for
filenames used by several DLLs (MFD being one) for waste package simulation.

The output consists of the CDFs written to the files indexed in(6) and in(7), and the probability
of at least one crack per waste package (written to out(l)). The MED DLL follows a project-
coding standard that requires all DLL's to accept as input a method variable that controls the
operation of the program. If a DLL is called with the following values of method, the following
will occur:

method = 0 Initialize (MFD requires no initialization, thus nothing happens).
method = I Normal calculation (for MFD, compute the CDFs and probability of at least one

crack occurring).
method = 2 Report the version number as out(1).
method = 3 Report the number of input and output arguments as out(l) and out(2),

respectively (for MFD, this should yield the values 7 and 1, respectively).
method = 99 Clean up, close any open files.

2.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM

MFD receives the input parameters from the argument list, and then follows the algorithm
presented in the body of this document Section 6. Specifically, the following steps are
performed:

1. Compute the conditional probability that the flaw is not detected, Pr(B b, v). This is done
numerically, via Rhomberg integration (Press, William H. et al. 1992. Numerical Recipes in
Fortran The Art of Scientific Computing Second Edition. Cambridge, MA: Cambridge
University Press. TIC: 243606).

2. Calculate X(t, b, v), the Poisson parameter rate for the number of cracks per closure weld.
3. Calculate the probability of at least one or more cracks per closure weld, pass this to out(l).
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4. Evaluate the conditional (given one or more cracks have occurred) CDF for the number of
cracks as a Poisson process with parameter X(V/g b, v). Write the result to the file specified
through in(6).

5. Evaluate the CDF of crack sizes, G(s I b, v), as the convolution of the probability of non-
detection (PND) and the flaw size distribution, divided by Pr(B I b, iv). This is done
numerically, via Rhomberg integration (Press et. al., 1992). Write the result to the file
specified through in(7).

2.3 DESCRIPTION OF TEST CASE

The testing approach involves comparing the results of executing MFD and comparing the
results with the example calculations presented in Attachment 11 of this document. The specific
test case is to calculate the CDFs and the probability of at least one crack, given PND(5,3) and V
= 0.0034. The output CDFs and probability should be a reasonable match to the numerical
results for this case in Attachment 11 of this document.

Running the MFD as a DLL, the following values are inserted as data elements in the MFD input
stream:

in(l)= 10 thck
in(2) = 0.76 r
in(3) = 5 b
in(4) = 3 v
in(5) = 0.0034 V
in(6) = 3 idxnum
in(7) = 4 idxsiz

The test case requires one input file, a text file WD4DLL.wap, which is a list of filenames to be
read by MFD. A listing of WD4DLL.wap is provided in Section 3. The third and fourth lines are
the names of files used by MFD for the output CDFs for the number of cracks and the size of
cracks, respectively.

2.4 DESCRIPTION OF TEST RESULTS

Comparison of the test case output files with those in this document, Attachment II, confirm that
the MFD gives the anticipated results. The results also indicate that the probability of at least one
crack should be 0.13718317. The output CDFs and probability are in agreement.

2.5 RANGE OF INPUT PARAMETER VALUES OVER WHICH RESULTS WERE
VERIFIED

The preceding test case evaluates MFD for a typical set of parameters as observed from the
manufacturing data

The waste package lid / weld thickness, for 10 and 25 (mm).
The waste package lid radius, for 0.76 (m).
The location parameter of the non-detection probability, b: for values 1.6 to 5 (mm).
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The shape parameter of the non-detection probability, v for values I to 3.
The fraction of surface breaking fractures, 4Vfor values 0.0013 to 0.0049.

2.6 IDENTIFICATION OF LIMITATIONS ON SOFTWARE ROUTINE OR
VALIDITY

MFD will execute properly if the following ranges and types of parameter values are met:

The waste package lid / weld thickness, a real number in the range 6.35 to 12.7 (mm) or
the range 19.05 to 25.4 (mm). Other thickness ranges are not supported at this time.
The waste package lid radius, a positive real number in meters.
The location parameter of the non-detection probability, b: a positive real number (mm)
The shape parameter of the non-detection probability, v: a positive real number
The fraction of surface breaking fractures, A. a positive real number in the range 0 to 1.0

3. SUPPORTING INFORMATION

3.1 DIRECTORY LISTING OF EXECUTABLES AND DATA FILES

03/16/00 12 :4 9p mfd.f
03/16/00 11:35a mfd.dll
03/16/00 03 :0 5p mfdcall.f
03/16/00 03:05p mfdcall.exe
03/16/00 03:07p mfdcall.out
01/27/00 01:54p WD4DLL.wap
03/16/00 03 :07p WDMFD1test.txt
03/16/00 03:07p WDMFD2test.txt

3.2 COMPUTER LISTING OF SOURCE CODE

SUBROUTINE mfd(method, state, in, out)

Subroutine to calculate the cdfs for canister defect occurrence
and size. This subroutine performs the following functions:
1. Argument list:

thck closure lid (weld) thickness
r closure lid radius
b Location parameter for PND (probability of

nondetection) function (Uniform random variable)
v Shape parameter for PND distribution

(Uniform random variable)
! psi Fraction of Surface Breaking Flaws.

(Uniform random variable)
! idxnum File index for output conditional CDF

of number of cracks per WP.
! idxsiz File index for output CDF of crack sizes
! 2. Calculate/Output:
! CDF of number of cracks per WP (to file: numcdf).
! CDF of crack sizes (to file: sizcdf).
! flaw probability of one or more cracks per WP (to out(l)).

!DEC$ ATTRIBUTES dlexport,c :: mfd
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!DEC$
!DEC$
!DEC$
!DEC$

!DEC$

ATTRIBUTES ALIAS : mfd"
ATTRIBUTES value

ATTRIBUTES reference

ATTRIBUTES reference
ATTRIBUTES reference

USE ModDefaultsize

USE ModStandardNormal

IMPLICIT NONE

integer(IKind) method

integer(IKind) state
real(RKind) in(*)

real(RKind) out(*)

real(RKind), PARAMETER ::

integer(IKind), PARAMETER

integer(IKind), PARAMETER
real(RKind), PARAMETER ::

:: mfd
method
state
in
out

! input, tells mfd
! return, 0 = OK

what to do

! input arguments
! output arguments

VERSION = 1.01
:: NUMIN = 7, NUMOUT = 1
:: NSIZE = 200
PI = 3.141592653589793

integer(IKind) :: outunit, errunit, idxnum, idxsiz

character(LEN = 80) :: numcdf, sizcdf, linel

integer(IKind) :: n, i

real(RKind) :: thck, r, b, v, psi, PrBbv, Lpbv, PrSbv, GSbv
real(RKind) :: up, epsO, p0, p, size, stepl, med. sdev, rdctn

real(RKind) :: cpr(NSIZE)

!********* *** **** **** ***** ****************** ********** *** *** ******* * **

if (method .eq. 0) then
state = 0
return

elseif (method .eq. 2) then
out(l) = VERSION
state = 0
return

elseif (method .eq.

out(l) = NUMIN
out(2) = NUMOUT

! Initialize

! Report code version

! Report number of arguments

! Calculate

3) then

state = 0

return
elseif (method .eq. 1) then

thck = in(l)
r = in(2)
b = in(3)

v = in(4)

psi =

idxnum =
idxsiz =

in(5)
in(6)
in(7)

! Open the file list and find the I/O filenames

outunit = nextfreeunit()
open(unit = outunit, file = 'WD4DLL.WAP')
n = max(idxnum, idxsiz)
do i = 1, n
read(outunit,*) linel
if (i .eq. idxnum) numcdf = linel
if (i .eq. idxsiz) sizcdf = linel

end do
close(unit = outunit)
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Evaluate the conditional probability Pr(Blb,v)
up = upper bound of integration
epsO = lower bound of integration
LOOK OUT HERE, ADJUSTING BOUNDS

up = 8.0

epsO = 1.OE-20
med = 0.1159*25.4 + thck*(-0.0445 + thck*0.00797/25.4)
sdev = 0.09733 + thck*(0.3425 - thck*0.07288/25.4)/25.4
call qromb(epsO, up, b, v, med. sdev, Pr~bv, state)
if (state .eq. 1_IKind) then

errunit = nextfreeunit()
open(unit = errunit, file = 'mfderror.log')
write(errunit,*) 'Failure of qromb, 93'
close(unit = errunit)
return

end if

Calculate the Poisson parameter (Lpbv)

if ((thck .ge. 19.05) .and. (thck .le.25.4)) then
rdctn = 60*thck - 635)/889

else if ((thck .ge. 6.35) .and. (thck .le. 12.7)) then
rdctn = (-218*thck + 5207)/2845

else
errunit = nextfreeunit()
open(unit = errunit, file = 'mfderror.log')
write(errunit,*) 'Thickness out of range, method = ',method
close(unit = errunit)
state = 1
return

end if
Lpbv = 0.6839*(12.8 + 31.4*psi)*rdctn*(2*PI*r)*psi*PrBbv

Evaluate the cumulative conditional probability distribution
of crack occurrence as a cumulative Poisson distribution and
write to file (numcdf).

pO = exp(-l.0_RKind*Lpbv)
out(l) = 1.0_RKind - pO

n = 1
p = pO*Lpbv
cpr(l) = p
do while ((p .gt. l.OD-14) .and. (n .lt. NSIZE))

n = n+1
p = p*Lpbv/dble(n)
cpr(n) = cpr(n-1) + p

end do
outunit = nextfreeunit()
open(unit = outunit, file = numcdf)
write(outunit,*) 2*n
write(outunit,'(lx,Ill,lx,f18.15)') 1, 0.0
do i = 1, n-l

write(outunit,*) i, cpr(i)/out(l)
write(outunit,*) i+l, cpr(i)/out(1)

end do
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write(outunit,*) n, cpr(n)/out(l)
write(outunit,*)
write(outunit,3330) VERSION
write(outunit,3331) out(l)
write(outunit,3338) ( i, in(i), i = 1, NUMIN
write(outunit,*)

3330 format('! Output from mfd version ',F4.2)
3331 format('! For probability of flaw =',F12.8)
3338 format('! argument in(',I2,') = ',fl2.5)

close(unit = outunit)

! Evalulate the cumulative probability distribution of
! crack sizes, G(slb,v) and write to file (sizcdf).

size = 0.0
stepl = up/NSIZE
outunit = nextfreeunit()
open(outunit, file = sizcdf)
write(outunit,*) NSIZE
do i = 1, NSIZE

size = size + stepl
call qromb (epsO, size, b, v, med. sdev, PrSbv, state)
if (state .eq. 1_IKind) then
errunit = nextfreeunit()
open(unit = errunit, file = mfderror.log')
write(errunit,*) 'Failure of qromb, 155'
close(errunit)
close(outunit)
return

end if
GSbv = PrSbv / PrBbv
write(outunit,*) size, GSbv

end do
write(outunit,*)
write(outunit,3330) VERSION
write(outunit,3331) out(l)
write(outunit,3338) ( i, in(i), i = 1, NUMIN
write(outunit,*)
close(unit = outunit)
state = 0
return

elseif (method .eq. 99) then Shut-down
close(unit = outunit)
close(unit = errunit)
state = 0
return

else
errunit = nextfreeunit()
open(unit = errunit, file = 'mfderror.log')
write(errunit,*) mfd crashed, method = ',method
close(unit = errunit)
state = 1
return

end if ! end block for method
CONTAINS ! qromb, polint, trapzd, nextfreeunit

!**** ********* ********************************************************
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SUBROUTINE qromb(a, b, pl, p2, p3, p4, ss, state)

Numerical integration of function 'pndf' from a to b via

Rhomberg integration, as described in Numerical Recipes Section 4.3.

Calls: polint, trapzd

USE ModDefaultsize

real(RKind) :: a, b, pl, p2, p3, p4 , ss

integer(IKind) :: state
integer(IKind), PARAMETER :: JMAX = 30, JMAXP = JMAX+l

integer(IKind), PARAMETER :: K = 5, KM = K-i
real(RKind), PARAMETER :: EPS = l.Oe-12

integer(IKind) :: j
real(RKind) :: dss, h(JMAXP), sJMAXP)

h(l) = 1.0
do j = 1, JMAX

call trapzd(a,b,pl,p2,p3,p4,s(j),j)
if (j .ge. K) then

call polint(h(j-KM),s(j-KM),K,0,ss,dss,state)

if (state .eq. 1_IKind) return

if (abs(dss) .le. EPS*abs(ss)) return
endif

s(j+l) = s(j)
h(j+l) = 0.25*h(j)

end do

state = ! too many steps in qromb.
return

END SUBROUTINE qromb

! ********* ******* **************** **** ********* **** **.************** ** ***

SUBROUTINE polint(xa, ya, n, x, y, dy, state)

Polynomial interpolation for y given arrays xa and ya

(each of size n). See Numerical Recipes Section 3.1
Calls: None

USE ModDefaultsize
integer(IKind), PARAMETER :: NMAX = 10

integer(IKind) :: n, x, state

real(RKind) :: dy, y, xa(n), ya(n)
integer(IKind) :: i, m, ns
real(RKind) :: den, dif, dift, ho, hp, w, c(NMAX), d(NMAX)

c
ns = 1
dif = abs(x-xa(l))

do i = 1, n
dift = abs(x-xa(i))
if dift .t. dif) then

ns = i
dif = dift

endif
c(i) = yai)
d(i) = ya(i)

end do
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y = yalns)
ns = ns-1
do m = 1, n-1

do i = 1, n-m
ho = xa(i)-x
hp = xa(i+m)-x
w = ci+l)-d~i)
den = ho-hp
if (den .eq. 0.) then

state = 1 failure in polint.
return

end if
den = w/den
d(i) = hp*den
c(i) = ho*den

end do
if (2*ns .lt. n-m) then
dy = c(ns+l)

else
dy = d(ns)
ns = ns-1

endif
y = y+dy

end do
return
END SUBROUTINE polint

I *************************************************** ****** *************

SUBROUTINE trapzd(a,b,pl,p2,p3,p4,s,n)

! Evaluates trapezoidal rule for function pndf from a to b.
See Numerical Recipes Section 4.2.

! Calls:
pndf(indep.variable, parameterl, parameter2, parameter3, parameter4)

USE ModDefaultsize
integer(IKind) :: n
real(RKind) :: a, b, pl, p2, p3, p4, s
integer(IKind) :: it, j
real(RKind) :: del, sum, tnm, x

if (n .eq. 1) then
s = 0.5*(b-a)*(pndf(a,pl,p2,p3,p4)+pndf(b,pl,p2,p3,p4))

else
it = 2**(n-2)
tnm = it
del = (b-a)/tnm
x = a + 0.5*del
sum 0.
do j = 1, it
sum = sum + pndf(x,pl,p2,p3,p4)
x = x + del

end do
s = 0.5*( s + (b-a)*sum/tnm

endif
return
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END SUBROUTINE trapzd

! ***************t*****************************************

real(RKind) FUNCTION pndf(s,b,v,med,sdev)

! Calculates the integrand PND(s).f(s) used in the
! integral for the conditional probability Pr(Bjb,v).
! Uses Erf(), the error function, from ModStandardNormal.

Input: s crack size (mm)
b location parameter of PND
v shape parameter of PND
med location parameter of f
sdev shape parameter of f

! Output: (function value)

real(RKind), PARAMETER :: P=0.005, PI=3.141592653589793
real(RKind) :: s, b, v med. sdev
real(RKind) :: pnd, f

if s le. 0) then
stop crack length invalid
return

end if

! Calculate PND(s) and f(s)

pnd = (P+1.0)/2.0 + P-l.0)*Erf(.true.,v*log(s/b) )/2.0)
+ * (P+1.0)/20 + P-l.0)*Erf(.true.,v*log(s/b) )/2.0)
f = (log(s/med))*(log(s/med)) / (2.0*sdev*sdev)
f = exp(-f) / (s*sdev*sqrt(2*PI))
pndf = pnd*f

return
END FUNCTION pndf

! ********************************************** **************** ********

integer(IKind) FUNCTION nextfreeunit()

! Find the smallest unit number not currently attached and in use.
! Avoid units 5 and 6.
! Input : (none)
! Output: (function value)
! Local : i, InUse

Local variables

integer(IKind) :: i
logical InUse

InUse = .true.
i = 
do while (InUse)

i= i + 

if(i .ne. 5 .and. i ne. 6) then
inquire(i, opened = InUse)
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end if
end do
nextfreeunit = i
RETURN
END FUNCTION nextfreeunit

I ** **** ************* *** ************** ****** *** ***** ** **** ** **** ** ***** *

END SUBROUTINE mfd

3.3 COMPUTER LISTING OF SOURCE CODE FOR TEST CALLER

Text of file mfdcall.f

PROGRAM mfdcall

Driver to test DLL mfd

IMPLICIT NONE
integer, PARAMETER :: intkind=4, rlkind=8
integer(intkind), PARAMETER :: MAXIN = 7, MAXOUT = 2
integer(intkind) state ! return, 0 = OK
real(rlkind) in(MAXIN) ! input arguments

real(rlkind) out(MAXOUT) ! output arguments

INTERFACE
SUBROUTINE mfd(method, state, in, out)
.DEC$ ATTRIBUTES DLLIMPORT :: mfd
.DEC$ ATTRIBUTES ALIAS mfd :: mfd
IDEC$ ATTRIBUTES value method
!DEC$ ATTRIBUTES reference state
.DEC$ ATTRIBUTES reference in
IDECS ATTRIBUTES reference out
integer, PARAMETER intkind = 4, rkind = 8
integer(intkind) method
integer(intkind) state ! return, 0 OK
real(rlkind) in(*) I input arguments
real(rlkind) out(*} output arguments
END SUBROUTINE mfd

END INTERFACE

l

Initialize and
Assign test values to in array

open(l2,file='mfdcall.out')
state = 0
in(l) = 10 ! thck

in(2) = 0.76 ! r

in(3) = 5 ! b
in(4) = 3
in(5) = 0.0034
in(6) = 3
in(7) = 4

! fraction of flaws
! idxnum
! idxsiz

. Call DLL with calling sequence for method = 2, 3, 0, 1, 99
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CALL mfd(2, state, in, out)
write(12,*) 'method = 2 run'
write{12,121) out(l)

121 format(lx,'version number:',f5.2)

CALL mfd(3, state, in, out)
write(12,*) 'method = 3 run'
write(12,122) out(l), out(2)

122 format(lx,'number of input and output arguments:',2f5.1)

CALL mfd(0, state, in, out)
write(12,*) 'method = 0 run'

CALL mfd(l, state, in, out)
write(12,*) 'method = 1 run'
write(12,*) 'probability of at least one crack occurring =',out(l)

CALL mfd(99,state, in, out)
write(12,*) 'method = 99 run'

END PROGRAM mfdcall

3.4 COMPUTER LISTING OF TEST DATA INPUT AND OUTPUT

Input text file (WD4DLL.wap).

WDMFDlgsim.txt
WDMFD2gsim.txt
WDMFDltest.txt
WDMFD2test.txt

Output text file of caller (mfdcall.out).

method = 2 run
version number: 1.01
method = 3 run
number of input and output arguments: 7.0
method = 0 run
method = 1 run
probability of at least one crack occurring
method = 99 run

1. 0

= 0137183171223015

Output CDF for the number of cracks (file: WDMFDItest.txt).

20
1 0.000000000000000
1 0.928037232675321
2 0.928037232675321
2 0.996504506467805
3 0.996504506467805
3 0.999872020482346
4 0.999872020482346
4 0.999996242063074
5 0.999996242063074
5 0.999999907912968
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6 0.999999907912968
6 0.999999998064074

7 0.999999998064074
7 0.999999999964367
8 0.999999999964367
8 0.999999999999416
9 0.999999999999416
9 0.999999999999991

10 0.999999999999991
10 1.00000000000000

! Output from mfd
! For probability
! argument in( 1)
! argument in( 2)
! argument in( 3)
! argument in( 4)
! argument in( 5)
! argument in( 6)
! argument in( 7)

version 1.01
of flaw = 0.13718317
= 10.00000

= 0.76000
= 5.00000
= 3.00000
= 0.00340
= 3.00000
= 4.00000

Output CDF for the crack size (file: WDMFD2test.txt).

200
4.000000000000000E-002
8.000000000000000E-002
0.120000000000000
0.160000000000000
0.200000000000000
0.240000000000000
0.280000000000000
0.320000000000000
0.360000000000000
0.400000000000000
0.440000000000000
0.480000000000000
0.520000000000000
0.560000000000000
0.600000000000000
0.640000000000000
0.680000000000000
0.720000000000000
0.760000000000000
0.800000000000000
0.840000000000000
0.880000000000000
0.920000000000000
0.960000000000000
1.00000000000000
1.04000000000000
1.08000000000000
1.12000000000000
1.;6000000000000
1.20000000000000
1.24000000000000
1.28000000000000
l.32000000000000
1.36000000000000
;.40000000000000
1.44000000000000
1.48000000000000
1.52000000000000
1.56000000000000

6.122514873113449E-079
2.075328338612312E-0S5
1.277161357176911E-043
3.869600351908593E-036
7.699163815038370E-031
7.747981450177105E-027
1.107948715129825E-023
4.059079696319943E-021
5.490443441651299E-019
3.488297111033730E-017
1.229208276756130E-015
2.706166806296714E-014
4.064257809297995E-013
4.450509757610495E-012
3.741005359287602E-011
2.513685027270116E-010
1.394589155763339E-009
6.558422864012984E-009
2.671328726614129E-008
9.593776334480947E-008
3.083775706138229E-007
8.984484440126560E-007
2.398225321282131E-006
5.919369519086295E-006
1.361765368024870E-005
2.940132588232341E-005
5.993548921316788E-005
1.159703286694620E-004
2.139814228382318E-004
3.780592782246839E-004
6.419297335403709E-004
1.050936195250956E-003
1.663778182569343E-003
2.553786020741825E-003
3. 809523058259494E-003
5.534544714393358E-003
7. 846204143358305E-003
1.087347023069049E-002
1.475380597286370E-002
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1.60000000000000
1.64000000000000
1.68000000000000
1.72000000000000
1.76000000000000
1.80000000000000
1.84000000000000
1.88000000000000
1.92000000000000
1.96000000000000
2.00000000000000
2.04000000000000
2.08000000000000
2.12000000000000
2.16000000000000
2.20000000000000
2.24000000000000
2.28000000000000
2.32000000000000
2.36000000000000
2.40000000000000
2.44000000000000
2.48000000000000
2.52000000000000
2.56000000000000
2.60000000000000
2.64000000000000
2.68000000000000
2.72000000000000
2.76000000000000
2.80000000000000
2.84000000000000
2.88000000000000
2.92000000000000
2.96000000000000
3.00000000000000
3.04000000000000
3.08000000000000
3.12000000000000
3.16000000000000
3.20000000000000
3.24000000000000
3.28000000000000
3.32000000000000
3.36000000000000
3.40000000000000
3.44000000000000
3.48000000000000
3.52000000000000
3.56000000000000
3.60000000000000
3.64000000000000
3.68000000000000
3.72000000000000
3.76000000000000
3.80000000000000
3.84000000000000
3.88000000000000
3.92000000000000
3.96000000000000
4.00000000000000
4.04000000000000
4.08000000000000
4.12000000000000
4.16000000000000
4.20000000000000
4.24000000000000
4.28000000000000
4.32000000000000
4.36000000000000
4.40000000000000

1 .962923454571276E-002
2.564178800143392E-002
3.292858301915785E-002
4.161679557060067E-002
5.181881063633921E-002
6.362780565138877E-002
7.711399062200439E-002
9.232167862766107E-002
0.109267303114631
0.127938438383570
0.148293821806663
0.170264324503798
0.193754774282099
0.218646502270619
0.244800463458531
0.2 72060770950807
0.300258483157525
0.329215490810680
0.358748364858505
0.388672045039880
0.418803270474302
0.448963676280657
0.478982502678221
0.508698884133359
0.537963705101794
0.566641025266618
0.594609090626320
0.621760957293407
0.648004762536794
0.673263682673004
0.697475620193743
0.720592663363894
0.742580360799379
0.763416851593951
0.783091888734866
0.801605790119737
0.818968347714560
0.835197721454892
0.850319340599759
0.864364831454154
0.877370986827128
0.889378789310906
0.900432497498173
0.910578801611457
0.919866052701278
0.928343567568646
0.936061009865649
0.943067846405322
0.949412876544520
0.955143831568140
0.960307040275434
0.964947156426161
0.969106943324583
0.972827110581832
0.976146197982662
0.979100501373868
0.981724035571688
0.984048529439053
0.986103448497482
0.987916040698552
0.989511401275907
0.990912552919336
0.992140537848057
0.993214518703309
0.994151885522761
0.994968366394957
0.995678139716321
0.996293946281525
0.996827199726896
0.997288094114340
0.997685707687733
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4.44000000000000
4.48000000000000
4.52000000000000
4.56000000000000
4.60000000000000
4.64000000000000
4.68000000000000
4.72000000000000
4.76000000000000
4.80000000000000
4.84000000000000
4.88000000000000
4.92000000000000
4.96000000000000
5.00000000000000
5.04000000000000
5.08000000000000
5.12000000000000
5.16000000000000
5.20000000000000
5.24000000000000
5.28000000000000
5.32000000000000
5.36000000000000
5.40000000000000
5.44000000000000
5.48000000000000
5.52000000000000
5.56000000000000
5.60000000000000
5.64000000000000
5.68000000000000
5.72000000000000
5.76000000000000
5.80000000000000
5.84000000000000
5.88000000000000
5.92000000000000
5.96000000000000
6.00000000000000
6.04000000000000
6.08000000000000
6.12000000000000
6.16000000000000
6.20000000000000
6.24000000000000
6.28000000000000
6.32000000000000
6.36000000000000
6.40000000000000
6.44000000000000
6.48 000000000000
6.52000000000000
6.56000000000000
6.60000000000000
6.64000000000001
6.68000000000001
6.72000000000001
6.76000000000001
6.80000000000001
6.84000000000001
6.88000000000001
6.92000000000001
6.96000000000001
7.00000000000001
7.04000000000001
7.08000000000001
7.12000000000001
7.16000000000001
7.20000000000001
7.24000000000001

0.998028102054014
0.998322416238020
0.998574955232143
0.998791272811616
0.998976248513566
0.999134158784609
0.999268742389693
0.999383260245342
0.999480549895161
0.999563074886746
0.999632969338268
0.999692078001529
0.999741992138546
0.999784081531383
0.999819522941533
0.999849325327599
0.999874352118048
0.999895340821726
0.999912920242653
0.999927625547960
0.999939911419977
0.999950163505180
0.999958708354524
0.999965822032257
0.999971737553482
0.999976651294521
0.999980728505515
0.999984108040347
0.999986906406371
0.999989221224604
0.999991134180148
0.999992713533065
0.999994016251172
0.999995089818271
0.999995973764492
0.999996700959277
0.999997298701854
0.999997789639476
0.999998192539461
0.999998522937159
0.999998793677942
0.999999015376093
0.999999196788782
0.999999345136716
0.999999466367622
0.999999565376239
0.999999646187151
0.999999712106665
0.999999765848783
0.999999809639474
0.999999845303023
0.999999874333427
0.999999897953251
0.999999917162247
0.999999932777451
0.999999945466076
0.999999955772672
0.999999964141395
0.999999970934336
0.999999976446461
0.999999980917960
0.999999984544338
0.999999987484593
0.999999989868010
0.999999991799680
0.999999993364947
0.999999994633119
0.999999995660471
0.999999996492647
0.999999997166672
0.999999997712703
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7.28000000000001
7.32000000000001
7.36000000000001
7.40000000000001
7.44000000000001
7.48000000000001
7.52000000000001
7.56000000000001
7.60000000000001
7.64000000000001
7.68000000000001
7.72000000000001
7.76000000000001
7.80000000000001
7.84000000000001
7.88000000000001
7.92000000000001
7.96000000000001
8.00000000000001

! Output from mfd vE
! For probability of
! argument in) 1) =

! argument in) 2) =
! argument inj 3) =
! argument ini 4) =
I argument ins 5) =
! argument in) 6) =
! argument in) 7) =

0.999999998154732
0.999999998512823
0.999999998802866
0.999999999037799
0.999999999228102
0.999999999382288
0.999999999507225
0.999999999608469
0.999999999690545
0.999999999757094
0.999999999811067
0.999999999854846
0.999999999890381
0.999999999919232
0.999999999942655
0.999999999961695
0.999999999977173
0.999999999989755
1.00000000000000

ersion 1.01
f flaw = 0.13718317

10.00000
0.76000
5.00000
3.00000
0.00340
3.00000
4.00000
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2.3 USE OF U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION TECHNICAL
POSITIONS AND REGULATORY GUIDES, AND INDUSTRY STANDARDS

2.3.1 Nuclear Regulatory Commission Technical Positions and Regulatory Guides

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has used Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Technical Positions (staff, generic, or branch) and Regulatory Guides to adapt NRC's accepted
direction of a process, practice, methodology, standard, limit, condition, or design approach in
the design of a repository. Guidance from these NRC regulatory guidance documents, when
expressed as design criteria in Section I of System Description Documents (SDDs), is a part of
the regulatory design bases for that system. Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 9 address, in detail, application
of these documents to the design of the repository. [The DOE philosophy of attempting to
comply or be consistent with regulatory guides is not yet fully developed. Text will be provided
in the future regarding that philosophy and the levels of compliance.]

Tables 2.1 and 2.2 identify, in summary form, the NRC Regulatory Guides and Technical
Positions that are used at the geologic repository and the extent to which they are used. [Staff
technical positions that are not applied because they are outdated, drafts, or superseded have not
yet been identified fully.]

2.3.2 Codes and Standards

The DOE addresses, as a part of the regulatory design bases identified in Section 1 of the SDDs,
those industry codes and standards identified in regulatory guidance documents. Application of
these codes and standards are addressed in Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 9 regarding design of the
repository. Compliance with NRC-accepted codes and standards ensures that the Monitored
Geologic Repository (MGR) design is consistent with established regulatory precedent where
appropriate. The selection of industry codes and standards, on an individual structure, system, or
component (SSC) basis, is performed through the preparation of a Compliance Program
Guidance Package for the relevant system and is captured as design input in Section 1 of the
SDD. Development of guidance packages and SDDs are controlled by design-controlling
procedures (NLP-3-36 and NLP-3-33, respectively).

Codes and standards comprise methods or criteria in a particular area that are based on proven
practices and are mutually agreed upon through an industry-consensus process. Codes and
standards identified by the NRC as acceptable and partially acceptable are provided, in
NUREG/CR-5973 (NRC 1996b). Codes and standards developed for another type of facility
(e.g., nuclear power plant), but deemed appropriate for the MGR, will be used for detailed
design, fabrication, construction, operation, and testing of structures, systems, and components
(SSCs) as determined through preparation of a Compliance Program Guidance Package for the
relevant system and captured as design input in Section 1 of related SDDs.

[The Code of Record has not yet been identified for design and construction of the repository and
waste packages.] Section 2.5 and 2.6 provide information on implementation of codes and
standards for SSCs that are important to radiological safety and important to waste isolation.
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2.3.3 NRC Key Technical Issue - Repository Design and Thermal-Mechanical Effects,
Subissue 1, Design Control Process

The primary issue for the Repository Design and Thermal-Mechanical Effects (RDTME) Key
Technical Issue (KTI) is the adequacy of design, construction, and operation of the geologic
repository operations area to meet the preclosure and postclosure performance objectives, taking
into consideration the long-term thermal-mechanical processes. This KTI, through the related
Issue Resolution Status Report (IRSR) (NRC 1998), has been divided into four subissues. This
section addresses Subissue 1 of that IRSR, Design Control Process: Implementation of an
effective design control process within the overall quality assurance program.

The Quality Assurance (QA) requirements for the MGR are specified in 10 CFR 63 (see
64 FR 8640), Subpart G. The requirements are based on the criteria of Appendix B of
10 CFR 50 and are applied to activities such as site characterization and repository design,
construction, operations, and closure. Appendix B includes 18 criteria that comprise an effective
QA program. In the IRSR, the NRC states that the application of Criterion III for "design
control" of repository SSCs are of particular interest.

In Revision 0 of the RDTME IRSR (NRC 1997), the NRC found that the design control process
used by the DOE for the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) was acceptable. Revision 1 of the
IRSR identified 12 acceptance criteria related to Subissue 1 for acceptability of the MGR design
control process. This subissue is addressed in its entirety in this section.

Current status of this subissue is that (as a result of the Appendix 7 meeting and document
review by the NRC staff conducted during the week of June 8, 1998) the NRC has concluded
that the DOE is maintaining adequate oversight of the design control process. One area of
concern was noted and is addressed below. The NRC intends to continue to monitor the DOE's
program by conducting focused reviews of selected vertical slices of MGR design documents
that have been prepared by the DOE.

Resolution of this subissue is supported by the DOE demonstration that appropriate acceptance
criteria for the subissue have been addressed, as follows.

* Criterion 1. The applicable regulatory requirements are identified.

Discussion. DOE procedures direct that requirements be identified during the
development of design documents. Examples of these requirements are evident, for
example, in the procedure for analyses and models (AP-3 .1 OQ) and in the procedure for
system description documents (NLP-3-33). As expressed in the IRSR, the NRC found
satisfactory compliance with this criterion.

* Criterion 2. The design bases associated with the regulatory requirements are defined.

Discussion. DOE procedures require identification of system design bases [as defined in
10 CFR 63.2 (see 64 FR 8640)] as part of Section 1, "Functions and Design Criteria," of
System Description Documents. As expressed in the IRSR, the NRC found satisfactory
compliance with this criterion. (Note: 10 CFR 63.2 defines design bases as " that
information that identifies the specific functions to be performed by a structure, system,
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or component of a facility and the specific values or ranges of values chosen for
controlling parameters as reference bounds for design...")

* Criterion 3. The regulatory (Criterion 1) and design bases (Criterion 2) requirements are
appropriately translated into specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions.

Discussion. As discussed, procedures that govern development of design documents
specify inclusion of regulatory requirements and design bases into those documents. As
expressed in the IRSR, the NRC found satisfactory implementation of this criterion.

* Criterion 4. Appropriate quality standards are specified in the design documents.

Discussion. DOE procedures that govern development of design documents require
specification of QA requirements in those documents. Examples of this are the
procedure governing development of system description documents (NLP-3-33) and the
procedure governing development of analyses and models (AP-3 .1 OQ). As expressed in
the IRSR, the NRC found satisfactory implementation of this criterion.

* Criterion 5. Any deviations from the standards specified under Criterion 4 are
controlled properly.

Discussion. The DOE procedure To Be Verified (TBk) and To Be Determined (TBD)
Monitoring System (NLP-3-15) controls the use of unverified or undetermined scientific
data, design requirements, engineering data, or performance assessment data subject to
the QA program. The procedure establishes an identifier to track the status of
TBV/TBD within documents that impact the MGR. As expressed in the IRSR, the NRC
found satisfactory implementation of this criterion.

* Criterion 6. Measures are established for the selection of materials, parts, equipment,
and processes that are essential to functions of SSCs and are important to safety and
waste containment and isolation.

Discussion. The DOE procedure Specifications (QAP-3-8) controls the development of
performance and procurement specifications for the MGR. This procedure establishes
requirements for specifying items or services to be obtained from suppliers and for the
identification of design and material requirements and constraints that apply to all items
and services within the scope of the specification. Specification development includes
identification of inputs (which may originate in system description documents),
analyses, or other sources. As expressed in the IRSR, the NRC found satisfactory
implementation of this criterion.

Criterion 7. Design interfaces are identified, controlled, and appropriately coordinated
among participating design organizations..

Discussion. The DOE procedure MGR Interface Control Documentation (NLP-3-34)
establishes instructions for the management of interfaces among the various Yucca
Mountain Site Characterization Project (YMP) segments and subsystems as required in
the Configuration Management Plan (YMP 1995). The Configuration Management
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Plan further addresses interface requirements at other levels in the configuration item
hierarchical structure. As expressed in the IRSR, the NRC found satisfactory
implementation of this criterion.

* Criterion 8. Procedures are established for review, approval, release, distribution, and
revision of documents involving design interfaces.

Discussion. The DOE procedure MGR Interface Control Documentation (NLP-3-34)
establishes instructions for the management of interfaces among the various YMP
segments and subsystems. The procedure allows use of the same methodology to
develop interface control documents with external organizations and between project
segments and subsystems. A process similar to that specified in NLP-3-34 is being used
for these interfaces until specific procedures are developed. Interfaces between
subsystems internal to an MGR system do not require management by procedure. As
expressed in the IRSR, the NRC posed no concerns regarding implementation of this
criterion.

. Criterion 9. Measures are established for verifying or checking the accuracy of design
calculations (e.g., performing design reviews using alternate or simplified computational
methods).

Discussion. The DOE procedure Analyses and Models (AP-3.10Q) establishes
requirements for the review of analyses and calculations. The procedure addresses
assignment of checkers and reviewers and cites criteria to be included in the checks and
reviews. It also addresses the validation of models through alternative approaches. The
DOE procedure Design Verification (QAP-3-2) establishes requirements and describes
the process for performing design verification of design outputs. Part of that process
addresses design verification by use of alternate calculations or other methods. As
expressed in the IRSR, the NRC posed no concerns regarding implementation of this
criterion.

. Criterion 10. If testing is employed for verification of design adequacy, the testing is
conducted under the most adverse conditions anticipated.

Discussion. The DOE procedure Design Verification (QAP-3-2) implements this
concept by requiring the establishment of test conditions that demonstrate adequacy of
performance under the most adverse design conditions.

Criterion 1 1. Design verification is done by independent and qualified professionals
who were not among those who participated in the original design efforts.

Discussion. The DOE procedure Analyses and Models (AP-3.10Q) establishes
requirements for the review of analyses and models. This procedure addresses
assignment of checkers and reviewers and cites criteria to be included in checks and
reviews. A Product Checking Group (PCG) implements the checking function of this
procedure. Through this practice, independence is achieved that is beyond the basic
requirements of the QA program. The PCG also implements the checking function
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associated with the design procedures governing specifications (QAP-3-8), drawings
(QAP-3-10), and others. The DOE procedure for Design Verification (QAP-3-2)
establishes requirements for persons performing the verification and establishes that
these persons must be individuals other than those who performed the original design
and must be qualified in accordance with a the QA program. As expressed in the IRSR,
the NRC posed no concerns regarding implementation of this criterion.

Criterion 12. In addition to being applied to the original design, the design control
process also is applied to design and field changes, and the changes are documented
properly.

Discussion. The DOE procedure Impact Reviews of Revisions of Documents and
Field/Laboratory Data that Affect the MGDS Development Organization (NLP-3-26)
establishes requirements to perform impact reviews to assure that such revisions are
evaluated to ensure consistency between these documents and design products. Impact
reviews are performed when design input requirements change, and documents are
changed based on the results of the review. The NRC expressed a concern regarding
this criterion in the IRSR. The DOE performed an evaluation and shared the concern.
[Note: Action has been initiated to assure that individuals involved in this type of
activity were advised of the concern and of the events that led to it. An assessment has
been initiated to identify the extent of the identified problem. Until the actions are
completed, a complete description of a resolution cannot be developed.

[These tables will be filled in as information becomes available]

Table 2-1. NRC Regulatory Guides

Applicability Cross-
Partial or reference to

Title DatelRev Full LA Section Comments
1.89 Environmental June Partial 4.1.1 and This regulatory guide provides
Qualification of Certain 1984/01 4.1.6 design criteria for critical
Electric Equipment components comprising safety
Important to Safety for related systems that must be
Nuclear Power Plants (NRC available to ensure the health and
1984) safety of the public.
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Table 2-2. NRC Technical Positions

Applicability Cross-
Partial or reference to

Title Date/Rev Full LA Section Comments
NUREG-1323 Branch December Full 5.1.4.1 If used, expert elicitation is
Technical Position on the 1996/00 conducted in accordance with
Use of Expert Elicitation in NUREG-1 563 or other acceptable
the High-Level Radioactive approaches.
Waste Program (NRC
1996a)
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Procedures

DOE Procedures
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NLP-3-15. To Be Verified (TBJ) and To Be Determined (TBD) Monitoring System. (Rev 5)

NLP-3-26. Impact Reviews of Revisions of Documents and Field/Laboratory Data that Affect
the MGDS Development Organization. (Rev 0)
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2.3 Acronym List

DOE U.S. Department of Energy

ESF Exploratory Studies Facility

IRSR Issue Resolution Status Report

KTI Key Technical Issue

MGR Monitored Geologic Repository

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission

PCG Product Checking Group

QA Quality Assurance

RDTME Repository Design and Thermal-Mechanical Effects

SDD System Description Document
SSC structure, system, or component
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YMP Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project
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